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Presentation Agenda

Part I: Addressing/Shifting Mindset
1.Examining Bias
2.Transforming Ourselves and Our Environments
3.Combating Deficit Thinking
4.Bureaucratic Structures and Higher Education
5.Role of Mindset in Student Ready Colleges

5 minute break

Part II: Data and Student Ready Colleges
1.Data & Student Ready Colleges
2.Challenging Your Mindset about Data
3.Reflective Activity: How are you using data?
4.Bias & Data-Informed Decision-Making
5.Structural Components to Protect Against Bias in Data

Closing: Taking Action at Home and Q&A Period
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Bias

• Bias a particular tendency, trend, inclination, feeling, or opinion, 
especially one that is preconceived or unreasoned

• In favor of or against an idea or thing, usually in a way that is 
closed-minded, prejudicial, or unfair. 

• Biases can be innate or learned. 
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Implicit Bias

Implicit bias refers to the attitudes or stereotypes that affect our 
understanding, actions, and decisions in an unconscious manner.

Unconscious biases are social stereotypes about certain 
groups of people that individuals form outside their own 
conscious awareness. Everyone holds unconscious beliefs 
about various social and identity groups, and these biases stem 
from one's tendency to organize social worlds by categorizing.
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Implicit Bias

• Accepted framework of 
understanding mental 
processing into two parts:

• System 1

• System 2

System 1 – Handles cognition that 
occurs outside of our conscious 
awareness (operating implicitly) 

• Automated 

• Fast

System 2 – Conscious processing; 
task that require concentration

• Effort

• Deliberate concentration 
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Implicit Bias

• May not align with our explicit beliefs and state intentions

• Well intentions, may produce inequitable outcomes for 
different groups

• Tremendous impact on decision making with a lack of 
awareness

• Robust associations in System 1 processing allow for a vast 
range of implicit bias implications for individuals
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Implicit Bias

Primary circumstances or conditions which make us more reliant 
on unconscious System 1 associations increasing implicit bias

1. Ambiguous or incomplete information

2. Presence of time constraints

3. Cognitive control is compromised
• Tired/fatigued

• Frustrated

• Having a lot on one's mind
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Implicit Bias

How can you address?
• Awareness of your bias

• Identify the discrepancies between System 1 and 2 processing

• Intergroup contact – meaningful engagement  with identified areas or 
individuals; build new associations about the people and areas of concern

Best Conditions
1. “Equal” status within the situation

2. Cooperative setting

3. Working towards common goal(s)
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Confirmation Bias

• Confirmation bias – the unconscious tendency to seek 
information that confirms our preexisting beliefs, even when 
evidence exits to the contrary

• Especially problematic in the creation of equitable decision 
making 

• Often takes place in situations when we want certain ideas to 
be true
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Circle of Trust

Outer Circle

Inner CircleHighest Level
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Circle of Trust

English 

1st Lang? 

(Y?N)

US Born? 

(Y/N)

Highest 

Education

Race/

Ethnicity

Gender Age Range? 

(e.g, 30s/ 

40s)

Sexual 

Orientation

Faith/

Religion
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Transformative Learning

• The social process of construing and appropriating a new or revised 
interpretation of the meaning of one’s experience as a guide to action

• Critically reflective of assumptions underlying intentions, values, beliefs, 
feelings, etc.

• Expansion of consciousness through the transformation of basic-world 
view and specific capacities of the self

• Facilitated through the intentional and directed process of appreciatively 
accessing and receiving content and critical analysis of underlying 
premises

o Appreciative Synonyms:  acknowledge and welcome
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Transformative Multicultural Initiatives

• Multicultural initiatives – any type of program and/or a set of 
strategies that promotes skill development to better manage 
difference on a personal, institutional, community, or societal 
level 

• Many colleges/universities are earnestly searching for effective 
programs for their URM student populations within the current 
structure (dominant structure)

• Often practices perpetuate marginalizing non-dominant ways of 
being in the world

• TMI puts the work in the center instead of the margins to  
include not just programs but policies and practices 
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Authentic, Action-Oriented Framing for 
Environmental Shifts (AAFES)

• The AAFES model challenges unfair power stances, perceived 
or actual, and encourages all members of the organization to 
work towards dismantling systems enabling oppression. 

• Unable to take action unless they learn “to identify, explore, 
validate, and express affect

• The AAFES method guides participants through a process of 
critical reflection that is about transforming dehumanizing 
environments and nurturing a cultural setting where people 
within it can be more fully human regardless of status 
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Steps Outlined within the Scope of Higher 
Education

• Fundamental beginnings deconstruct
• Personal identities - privilege & marginalized

• Operating modes - behaviors and attitudes 

• Social/institutional conditions – policy and practices

• Focus on a multi-layered approach which recognizes 
the need for all campus community members to work 
together

• Identify their role and how they resolve conflict
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Deficit Model

• The deficit model is the tendency to focus on weakness, areas 

of improvement, deficiencies, what is wrong…

• We are harming students when we think we are helping

• Do we readily consider the positive attributes of our students

• Imposes what we know to be true without considering what our 

students know to be true
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How to Address Deficit Model Thinking
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Bureaucratic Structures

Primary components of a bureaucracy

1. Specialization

2. Hierarchal authority

3. Rules and regulations

4. Technical competence

5. Impersonality

6. Formal written communication
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Bureaucratic Structures and Bias

BIAS

is

Baked In

Hierarchy 

Rules 

and

Regulations

Impersonality
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Mindset: Student Ready College

• If you have a growth mindset, you believe your talents can be 
developed through hard work, learning, and feedback. 

• You can improve and address bias

• Belief your abilities are entirely due to your actions and efforts.
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Mindset:  Student Ready College

Guiding Questions:

1. How can campus values support an effort to make the 
campus ready for students?

2. How can campuses engage the whole community and 
governance in this effort?

3. How can campuses make a case for change based 
on an urgent, shared, and powerful vision?
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New Mindset for a New Age: Becoming 
“Student-Ready”

What is a “Student-Ready” College?

“Student-ready college is one that strategically and 
holistically advances student success and works 
tirelessly to educate all students for civic and economic  
participation in a global, interconnected society.” (pg. 5)

Becoming a student-ready college (2016).
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Bias Impacts being Student Ready

• Academic capitalism: Market or market-like decision-making by 
university administration, staff and faculty

• Deficit mind-set: Focus on limited/missing skills, disparities 
between subpopulations

• Students are underprepared for college

• Current students are unmotivated and not as committed to education

• Not every student can enroll in a STEM major

• Implicit bias: Stereotypes that affect attitudes, decisions and 
behaviors without an individual’s awareness or understanding
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But Data Can Help…or Harm

Consider: 

1. Are the assumptions you make 
about students affecting the way 
you use data?

2. Are the services you provide to 
students based on your 
assumptions about what students 
need?

3. Are you missing opportunities to 
serve ALL students because of 
beliefs that are only relevant for 
SOME students?
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Challenge your Mindset about Data
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Bias and Data-Informed Decision-Making

Bias can present itself in many ways and affects how data is 
used in your institution.

• Bias #1: Being biased against data (or certain types of data)

• Bias #2: Using data to support bias ideas or decisions

• Bias#3: Being biased against who can or should have 
access to data

• Bias #4: Bias within the actual data collected/used
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Bias #1: Solve Academic Issues with 
Academic Data

• Bias towards cognitive and academic data --> consider the 
value of non-cognitive data

• Common and accessible data in higher ed: GPAs, grades, retention 
rates, graduation rates

• Qualitative data not just quantitative data
• Focus groups and interviews

• Observation of environment and spaces

• Collection of artifacts (e.g., pamphlets, posters, websites, etc.)
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Bias #1: Solve Academic Issues with 
Academic Data

• Thinking

• Reasoning

• RememberingCognitive

• Motivation

• Integrity

• Interpersonal 
relationships

Non-
Cognitive

• Cognitive vs. non-cognitive: 
Exploring different variables

• Cognitive commonly associated 
with academic skills: reading 
comprehension, quantitative 
reasoning

• Non-cognitive are often considered 
the soft skills or socio-emotional

• How do you use information from 
surveys like College Student 
Inventory, NSSE, BCSSE, etc?
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Bias #2: Data Uncovers Issues

• When thinking about student success, what type of 
data/outcomes do you examine?

• Characteristics of students who are leaving/not graduating

• D/F/W rates in key classes

• Students who aren’t earning enough credit hours

• NEW MINDSET: What are successful students doing that the 
unsuccessful students are not --> inequitable access 
to opportunity

• Shadow Curriculum: hidden degree paths

• Engagement in high-impact practices
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Bias #2: Data Uncovers Issues

Why do 
students 

fail?

Why do 
students 
succeed?

EXAMPLE: Retention of 
Underrepresented Minorities

Fixed Mindset: HS GPA, Test 
Score, 1st Term GPA, Grades 
in Gateway English & Math

Growth Mindset: Course 
selection, Access to advising & 
tutoring, Developing academic 
peer groups
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Bias #3: Data is for Decision-Makers

Who gets data at your institution?

Can you improve outcomes by democratizing data?

FACT: All the stakeholders in the higher education system are 
decision-makers.

• Sharing data with front-line staff does not inherently threaten 
data privacy

• Empowering students with their own data does not have to be 
difficult
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Bias #3: Data is for Decision-Makers

Student 
Success

Leaders

Faculty

Students

Staff

Leaders: “We are not retaining our 
honors students as well as the 
general population.”

Faculty: “Let’s look at LMS data to 
see how they engage in class.”

Staff: “I wonder if they underutilize 
our tutoring and coaching 
services?”

Students: “I’ve always gotten As - I 
wish I had better ways of knowing 
when I should ask for help.”
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Bias #4: Data is Neutral

“Quantitative data is neutral because it’s just numbers.”

“Statistics removes the subjectivity from decision-making.”

Actually, data analysis often reflects:

• the biases of the people who collected the data, 

• the biases of the people who performed the analysis,

• The biases of the people who applied the results, and

• the structures, process and policies of the time when the data 
was collected.
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Bias #4: Data is Neutral

“Garbage In, Garbage Out”

Research on predictive policing has uncovered evidence supporting concerns that the 
data used is derived from discriminatory arrest and conviction behaviors, which results in 
built in bias within the data. 

(a) Number of days with 

targeted policing for drug 

crimes in areas flagged by 

PredPol analysis of 

Oakland police data. 

(b) Targeted policing for drug 

crimes, by race. 

(c) Estimated drug use by 

race
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Structural Components to Protect Against Bias 
in Data

• Data Governance: Inclusive conversations about who uses 
what data and why

• Whose data will be used, who will do the analysis, who will use the 
results, and how will they be used

• Data Literacy: Ensuring accuracy and relevance in how data is 
interpreted and applied

• Not only for data scientists

• Understanding of the data itself and the context of the question
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Taking Action at Home

1. Identify your top two (2) institutional biases and/or inequities 
impacting your ability to be a student ready college.

2. Describe how those biases present related to the following areas:
a. Mindset
b. Initiatives and Programs
c. Information
d. Structures

3. How would you guide the institution in addressing each of the areas 
within the scope of:

a. People (e.g., leadership, front-line staff, peers)
b. Processes (e.g, for students, faculty and/or staff)
c. Systems (e.g., policies, resources, etc.)

4. Plan of Action
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Thank You!
#GoBulls

Fai Howard fhoward@usf.edu

Melissa Irvin melissairvin@usf.edu
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